The application of spectral information to image segmentation is examined, with an approach to colour manipulation being described. A transformation from red/green/blue space to intensity/saturation/hue is advocated, using a triangular polar space to reduce non-linearity. A colour orientated edge detector is described for this space.
Introduction
A glance at recent work suggests that colour has been neglected by mainstream vision -apart from the Retinex theories of Edwin Land, the emphasis has been on segmentation and model matching within greyscale images. By considering the relationship of colour within an image, it was hoped to ease segmentation and identification of industrial images, as used in automated inspection.
Any successful techniques could have applications in the less constrained natural scenes. The 'triangular polar' space this produces is superior to the initial RGB space as: a) Luminance has been separated from the chromatic data, allowing variation in illuminant intensity to effect only one of the three data fields. b) The greatest rate of change of colour occurs in the red to green sector of colour space, and this high density area is expanded in the new triangular space, easing colour discrimination.
Within this space, regions can be defined in terms of the ISH values at their boundaries to produce a colour database, allowing unknown pixels to be spectrally identified by matching their ISH data to this data base. Knowledge of the shape of the resistor leads allows them to be ignored and the body segmented out. To avoid spurious edge effects, this region is shrunk slightly from the true resistor size, and is illustrated in the figure 3b by a box overlain on the image.
Resistor
Within this area, the body of the resistor, there is a dominant background (e.g. light blue/green) and four narrow coloured bands. Because of the relative sizes of the colour regions, the phenomena whereby the narrow segments take on the hue of their surroundings is produced.
Allowing for this colour caste in the bands requires that the two types of resistor (blue bodied and brown bodied) be identified and treated with separate data bases.
To examine the colour content, a hue histogram of colour incidence within the resistor body is generated (figure 3c), which shows a major peak for the background flanked by appropriate band peaks. To identify the background a technique of averaging over a 13 degree hue window was used, the maximum of this occurring when centred over the relevant hue (e.g. 169° for a blue/green body), and not over a large sharp peak from e.g. four red coding bands.
There are ten possible colours for the coding bands, which are empirically defined in descriptive databases as regions of the ISH colour space. By reference to the relevant database, the colour of a pixel can be identified and labelled ('violet','grey' etc.) . After labelling the pixels in a series of linescans through the length of the resistor, the position and colour of the bands can be extracted, consistency checked, and the component value calculated and displayed. 
Colour Edges
The above work relies on constrained lighting to control the colour temperature and eliminate shadowing, however approaches showing more independence to these variables were investigated.
As a step towards extending the theory to more general situations, a method for extracting edges is required.
By utilizing the chromatic as well as the achromatic information, features can be segmented in a computationally efficient manner from cluttered natural scenes.
From the ISH colour space, the chromatic parameters can be incorporated into an edge detection schema by providing additional terms in an estimate of the first-order directional derivative.
A constraint on the inclusion of this term is the inherent non-linearity of colour space -albeit partially corrected in the transformations described above.
The implication of this effect, is the perceived colour difference for a given hue variation being dependent on the saturation.
A method of biassing the hue difference at varying saturation is proposed, which ensures hue variation at high saturation contributes proportionally more to the resultant colour difference term than a similar hue value difference at lower saturation.
The colour difference between two pixels PI and P2 with co-ordinates II SI HI and 12 S2 H2 respectively, can be considered initially as a function of the relative hue and saturation only:
Various functions of F(S, H) were investigated, as a means of incorporating saturation effects in the hue angle change: a) A simple relationship based on mean saturation: F(S, H) = (H1-H2) (S1+S2) / 2 Linear Saturation Biased Hue (2) b) The area of the plane in ISH colour space intersected by the pixels PI, P2, and the achromatic point:
c) The cartesian separation of the two pixels in ISH colour space:
Calculating the relative colour difference term 5C across local neighbourhoods in the image generates first difference peaks of colour edge strength. However, consideration of the colour vector at low luminance indicates a quasi-random behaviour, as the sensor accuracy is poor to small RGB variations in this region.
To introduce the intensity data into the chromatic difference, a new contribution F2(I) is required.
5C = F2(I) F(S, H) (5)
A suitable F2(I) to proportionally remove the contribution of these low luminance colour vectors is:
After entering the intensity into the chromatic term, it becomes logical to consider the total contribution towards pixel difference. 
The inclusion here of the intensity represents the utilisation of all the ISH data, and hence the fusion of the RGB planes to produce a true colour edge detector.
With this as the metric, the change in pixel colour is found by convolving 5D within a modified 3*3 Laplacian operator [ref #4] . The output is a raw first-order derivative, with peaks corresponding to colour edges. Figure 4 shows the performance of the algorithm (as edge strength maps in grey scale) when applied to the car image database generated by the Alvey consortium 'Object Identification from 2D Images'. Figure 4c illustrating the colour contribution to the combined chromatic and intensity edge map 4d.
Ridge Following and Region Maps
Segmentation of the edge strength map into regions yields the data that is required for the next stages in the process of object identification. Ridge following segmentation algorithms are being developed. These derive the region map by selective maxima analysis and are aimed at reducing the dependency on parameter optimisation. A method of using chromatic data in the generation of a first difference edgemap has also been described and the results illustrate the additional features extracted from within the low intensity-contrast regions.
